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Abstract

The recently proposed dataplanes for microsecond scale applications, such as IX and ZygOS, use non-preemptive policies to schedule requests to cores. For the many real-world scenarios where request service times follow distributions with high dispersion or a heavy tail, they allow short requests to be blocked behind long requests, which leads to poor tail latency.

Shinjuku is a single-address space operating system that uses hardware support for virtualization to make preemption practical at the microsecond scale. This allows Shinjuku to implement centralized scheduling policies that preempt requests as often as every 5 µsec and work well for both light and heavy tailed request service time distributions. We demonstrate that Shinjuku provides significant tail latency and throughput improvements over IX and ZygOS for a wide range of workload scenarios. For the case of a RocksDB server processing both point and range queries, Shinjuku achieves up to 6.6× higher throughput and 88% lower tail latency.

1 Introduction

Popular cloud applications such as web search, social networks, and machine translation fan out requests to hundreds of communicating services running on thousands of machines. End-to-end response times are then dominated by the slowest machine to respond [23]. Reacting to user actions within tens of milliseconds requires that each participating service process requests with tail latency in the range of ten to a few hundred microseconds [14]. Unfortunately, thread management in modern operating systems such as Linux is not designed for microsecond-scale tasks and frequently produces long, unpredictable scheduling delays resulting in millisecond-scale tail latencies [36, 37].

To compensate, researchers have developed network stacks, dataplanes, and full applications that bypass the operating system [44, 31, 39, 32, 16, 45, 22]. Most of these systems operate in a similar way: the NIC uses receive-side scaling (RSS) [21] to distribute incoming requests across multiple queues in a flow-consistent manner; a polling thread serves requests in each queue in a first-come-first-served manner (FCFS) without scheduling interruptions; optimizations such as zero copy, run-to-completion, adaptive batching, and cache-friendly and thread-private data structures reduce overheads. The resulting request scheduling is known as distributed queuing and FCFS scheduling, or d-FCFS.

d-FCFS is effective when request service times exhibit low dispersion [57], as is the case for get/put requests to simple in-memory key-value stores (KVS) such as Memcached [43]. d-FCFS fares poorly under high dispersion or heavy-tailed request distributions (e.g., bimodal, log-normal, Zipf, or Pareto distributions), as short requests get stuck behind older long ones assigned to the same queue. d-FCFS is also not work-conserving, an effect exacerbated by implementations based on RSS’s flow-consistent hashing, which approximates true d-FCFS only with high numbers of client connections spreading requests out evenly over queues.

ZygOS [46] improved on d-FCFS by implementing low-overhead task stealing: threads that complete short requests steal work from threads tied up by longer ones. It approximates centralized FCFS scheduling (c-FCFS), in which all threads serve a single queue. Work stealing is not free. It requires scanning queues cached on non-local cores and forwarding system calls back to a request’s home core. However, if service times exhibit low dispersion and there are enough client connections for RSS to spread requests evenly across queues, stealing happens infrequently.

Unfortunately, c-FCFS is also inefficient for workloads with request times that follow heavy-tailed distributions or even light-tailed distributions with high dispersion. These workloads include search engines that score and rank a number of items depending on the popularity of search terms [13]; microservices and function-as-a-service (FaaS) frameworks [17]; and in-memory stores or databases, such as RocksDB [26], Redis [35], and Silo [54], that support both simple get/put requests and complex range or SQL queries, and use slower non-volatile memory in addition to fast DRAM. Theory tells
us that such workloads do best in terms of tail latency under processor sharing (PS) [57], where all requests receive a fine-grain, fair fraction of the available processing capacity.

To approximate PS, we need preemption, as built into any modern kernel scheduler including Linux. However, any service that uses one thread per request or connection and allows Linux to manage threads will experience millisecond-scale tail latencies, because the kernel employs preemption at millisecond granularities and its policies are not optimized for microsecond-scale tail latency [36, 37]. User-level libraries for cooperative threading can avoid the overheads of kernel scheduling [56]. However, it is difficult to yield often enough during requests with longer processing times and without many blocking I/O calls, which are precisely the requests impacting tail latency.

This paper presents Shinjuku, a single-address space operating system that implements preemptive scheduling at the microsecond-scale and improves tail latency and throughput for both light- and heavy-tailed service time distributions. Shinjuku de-emphasizes RSS in favor of true centralized scheduling by one or more dedicated dispatcher threads with centralized knowledge of load and service time distribution. It leverages hardware support for virtualization—specifically posted interrupts—to achieve preemption overheads of 298 cycles in the dispatcher core and 1,212 cycles in worker cores. The single address space architecture allows us to optimize context switches down to 110 cycles.

Fast preemption enables scheduling policies that switch between requests as often as every 5 µsec when needed. We developed two policies. The first assumes no prior knowledge of request service times and uses preemption to select at fine granularity between FCFS or PS based on observed service times. The second policy assumes we can segregate requests with different service level objectives (SLO) in order to ensure good tail latency for both short and long requests. Both policies are work conserving and work well across all distributions of service times (light-tailed, heavy-tailed, bimodal, or multimodal). The two policies make Shinjuku the first system to support microsecond-scale tail latency for workloads beyond those with fixed or low-dispersion service time distributions.

We compare Shinjuku with ix [16] and ZygOS [46], two state-of-the-art dataplane operating systems. Using synthetic workloads, we show that Shinjuku matches ix’s and ZygOS’ performance for light-tailed workloads while it supports up to 5x larger load for heavy-tailed and multi-modal distributions. Using RocksDB, a popular key-value store that also supports range queries, we show that Shinjuku improves upon ZygOS by up to 6.6× in terms of throughput at a given 99th percentile latency. We show that Shinjuku scales well with the number of cores available, can saturate high speed network links, and is efficient even with small connection counts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 motivates the need for preemptive scheduling at microsecond-scale. §3 discusses the design and implementation of Shinjuku. §4 presents a thorough quantitative evaluation while §5 discusses related work.

Shinjuku is open-source software. The code is available at https://github.com/stanford-mast/shinjuku.

2 Motivation

Background: We aim to improve the SLO of latency-critical services on a single server. For cloud services and microservices with high fan-out, Shinjuku must achieve low tail latency at the microsecond scale [14]. Low average or median latency is not sufficient [23]. While tail latency can be improved through overprovisioning, doing so is not economical for services with millions of users. To be cost-effective, Shinjuku must maintain low tail latency in the face of high request throughput. Finally, it must be practical for a wide range of workloads and support intuitive APIs that simplify development and maintenance of large code bases.

The key to achieving low tail latency and high throughput is effective request scheduling, which requires both good policies and low-overhead mechanisms that operate at the microsecond scale. Good policies are easy to achieve in isolation. Linux already supplies approximations of the optimal policies for workloads we target. Unfortunately, the Linux kernel scheduler operates at the millisecond scale because of preemption and context switch overheads and the complexity of simultaneously accommodating batch, background, and interactive tasks at different time scales [36, 37].

Recent proposals for user-level networking stacks, dataplanes, RPC protocols, and applications [22, 44, 16, 45, 31, 39, 32] sidestep the bloated kernel networking and thread management stacks in order to optimize tail latency and throughput. Most of these systems use RSS to approximate a d-FCFS scheduling policy [21], the ix dataplane being a canonical example [16]. ZygOS improves on ix by using work stealing to approximate c-FCFS [46]. Linux applications built with libevent [47] or libuv [5] also implement c-FCFS, but at much higher overheads due to the use of interrupts for request distribution instead of RSS and polling.
Policy comparison: In order to quantify the differences between different scheduling policies, we developed a discrete event simulator. The simulator allowed us to configure parameters such as scheduling policy, number of host cores, system load, service and inter-arrival time distributions as well as various system-related overheads. Figure 1 compares idealized versions of scheduling policies—i.e., no stealing or preemption overhead—using the simulator. Plot (a) shows a light-tailed exponential distribution of service times with mean $\mu = 1 \mu$sec, representative of workloads such as the get/set requests of in-memory key-value stores. d-FCFS is arguably tolerable under such simple workloads, but suffers at moderate and high load as requests are not perfectly distributed across workers. c-FCFS is optimal under such workloads, while PS is slightly worse because it preempts even short requests. The PS time slice used for all simulations is 0.1 $\mu$sec.

d-FCFS is a poor option for heavy-tailed request distributions [42], as found in search engines [38] or induced by activities such as garbage collection or compaction [23, 6, 26]. Plot (b) shows performance under a heavy-tailed log-normal distribution with mean $\mu = 1 \mu$sec and standard deviation $\sigma = 10 \mu$sec. Any long request blocks every short request assigned to the same queue in d-FCFS. c-FCFS performs significantly better as a worker can service any request; short requests are only delayed when most workers simultaneously process older long requests, which is uncommon for the log-normal distribution.

c-FCFS performs significantly worse under a light-tailed bimodal distribution, commonly found in object stores and databases that mix simple get/put requests with complex range or relational queries [35, 26, 54]. Plot (c) shows such a distribution in which 99.5% of requests take 0.5 $\mu$sec and 0.5% take 500 $\mu$sec. Compared to a heavy-tailed case, the bimodal distribution’s long requests are not as long but far more frequent. PS handles both cases in Plots (b) and (c) well by preempting long requests to interleave execution of short ones.
Figure 2 provides further insights by separating the performance of short and long requests in a bimodal workload with service times evenly split between 1 µsec and 100 µsec. This approximates a KVS in which half of the requests are get/put requests and the other half are range queries. The tail latency for the two request types is drawn separately in Plots (a) and (b), and Plot (c) shows the 99th percentile of the request slowdown for all requests, which is the ratio of a request’s overall latency to its service time. This ratio is a useful metric for measuring how well we achieve our goal of reducing queuing time for all request types: if this ratio is small, it means that queuing time is small for all types and no requests are affected by the requests of different types.

Plot 2a shows that both d-FCFS and c-FCFS heavily penalize 1-µsec requests. Plot 2b shows that c-FCFS is marginally better than PS for 100 µsec requests, as it effectively prioritizes older, long requests that would be preempted by PS. Plot 2c shows that, in relative terms, the penalty c-FCFS inflicts on short requests dwarfs any benefit to long requests.

Shinjuku approach: Shinjuku implements the c-PRE policies (see §3.4) that achieve the best of both worlds between PS and c-FCFS as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The reason other recent systems cannot implement similar policies is that these policies require preemption at arbitrary execution points. Preemption typically involves interrupts and kernel threads whose overheads are incompatible with microsecond-scale latencies. Therefore, Shinjuku aims to achieve the following goals: 1) Implement low-overhead preemption and context switching mechanisms for user-level threads. 2) Use these mechanisms to build scheduling policies that work well across all possible distributions of service times for microsecond-scale workloads.

3 Shinjuku

Shinjuku is a single-address space operating system for low-latency applications. Shinjuku is a significant departure from the common pattern in IX [16] and Zygos [46], which rely heavily on RSS to distribute incoming requests to workers that process them without interruption. Instead, Shinjuku uses a centralized queuing and scheduling architecture and relies on low overhead and frequent preemption in order to ensure low tail latency for a wide variety of service time distributions.

3.1 Design Overview

Figure 3 summarizes the key components in Shinjuku and the typical request flow. Incoming requests are first processed by the networking subsystem that handles all network protocol processing and identifies request boundaries 1. The networking subsystem can be implemented using one or more dedicated cores or hyperthreads [22], a smartNIC [33, 53], or a combination of the two. By separating network processing from request scheduling, Shinjuku can be combined with a range of networking protocols that optimize for different conditions (UDP, TCP, ROCE [52], TIMELY [41], etc.) and various optimized network stacks [31, 28, 22]. The networking subsystem passes requests to a centralized dispatcher thread 2 that will queue and schedule them to worker threads. The dispatcher generates a context for each incoming request in order to support preemption and rescheduling. In its simplest form, the dispatcher maintains a single queue for all pending requests. The dispatcher sends requests to worker threads 3, each using a dedicated hardware core or hyperthread. Most requests will complete their execution without interruption. Network processing for any replies can take place either at the networking subsystem or the worker thread itself to optimize for latency. At a minimum, the worker thread notifies the networking subsystem to free any buffer space allocated for the incoming request 4.

The dispatcher uses timestamps to identify long running requests that should be preempted based on the scheduling policy. Assuming there are queued requests, we preempt running requests after 5µsec to 15µsec for the workloads we studied (see §4), which is extremely frequent compared to the time slice in the Linux kernel. For example, the CFS scheduler has a target preemption latency of 10ms and a minimum one of 0.75ms. The dispatcher sends an interrupt to the worker thread 3, which performs a context switch and receives a different request to run from the dispatcher. The long request is re-enqueued 4 in the dispatcher and processed later using steps 3-4 as many times as needed.

Since Shinjuku is a single-address space operating system, communication between its components occurs
Table 1: Average preemption overhead in cycles. Sender/receiver cost refers to cycles consumed in the sending/receiving core, including the receiver overhead of invoking an empty interrupt handler. Total cost includes interrupt propagation through the system bus. Hence, it is not equal to the sum of sender and receiver overhead. For “IPI Sender-only Exit” and “Vanilla IPI,” the receiver starts interrupt processing before the sender returns from its VM exit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preemption Mechanism</th>
<th>Sender Cost</th>
<th>Receiver Cost</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux Signal</td>
<td>2084</td>
<td>2523</td>
<td>4950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla IPI</td>
<td>2081</td>
<td>2662</td>
<td>4219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI Sender-only Exit</td>
<td>2081</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>2768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI Receiver-only Exit</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>2662</td>
<td>3433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI No Exits</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over shared memory. We use dedicated pairs of cache lines for each pair of communicating threads (see §3.5).

Similar to ix and ZygOS, Shinjuku leverages the Dune system for process virtualization [15]. With Dune, Linux and the Dune kernel module run in VMX root mode ring 0, where a hypervisor would run in a virtualized system. Shinjuku runs in VMX non-root mode ring 0, where a guest OS would run. This allows it to use very low overhead interrupts while separating the control from the data plane. The application context that uses Shinjuku can run in VMX non-root mode ring 0 or ring 3. For the results in §4, we run applications in VMX non-root mode ring 0 to avoid the address space crossings between Shinjuku and the application code. There is a separate instance of Shinjuku for each low-latency application running on the server.

3.2 Fast Preemption

To use preemptive scheduling at microsecond latencies, Shinjuku requires fast preemption. A naive approach would be for the dispatcher to notify workers using Linux signals. As we show in Table 1, however, signals incur high overheads for both the sender and the receiver (roughly 2.5 µsec on a 2GHz machine). They require user- to kernel-space transitions plus some kernel processing.

**Preemption through interrupts.** Direct use of interprocessor interrupts (IPIs) is potentially faster than signals. x86 processors implement IPIs using the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC). Each core has a local APIC and an I/O APIC is attached to the system bus. To send an IPI, the sending core writes registers in its local APIC which propagates the interrupt via the I/O APIC to the destination core’s APIC, which in turn vectors execution to an interrupt handler.

We extended Dune to support IPIs by virtualizing the local APIC registers. When a non-root thread on core A writes its virtual APIC to send interrupt number V to core B, this causes a VM exit to Dune running in root mode. Dune writes V to core B’s `posted interrupt descriptor`, and then uses the real APIC to send interrupt 242 to core B. That causes core B to perform a VM exit to an interrupt handler in Dune, which injects interrupt number V into non-root mode on resuming the application.

As Table 1 shows, this vanilla implementation of preemption using IPIs is slightly faster than Linux signals but still suffers from significant overheads due to the cost of VM exits in both the sender and the receiver.

**Optimized interrupt delivery.** We first focus on removing the VM exit on the receiving core B (the Shinjuku worker) using `posted interrupts`, an x86 feature for receiving interrupts without a VM exit. To enable posted interrupts, Dune on B configures its hardware-defined VM control structure (VMCS) to recognize interrupt 242 as the special `posted interrupt notification vector`. B also registers its posted interrupt descriptor with the VMCS. Core A still performs a VM exit upon writing the virtual APIC. Dune code on A writes V into B’s `posted interrupt descriptor` and sends interrupt 242 to B. However, B then directly injects interrupt V without a VM exit. Table 1 shows that eliminating the receiver-side VM exit reduces receiver overhead by 54% (from 2662 to 1212 cycles). This allows frequent preemption of worker threads without significant reduction in useful worker throughput. This receiver overhead consists of modifications to hardware structures, and it cannot be significantly improved without hardware changes, such as support for lightweight user-level interrupts [51].

**Optimized interrupt sending.** Finally, we remove the VM exit on the sending core (dispatcher thread) by trusting the Shinjuku dispatcher with direct access to the real (non-virtual) APIC. Using the extended page table (EPT), we map both the posted interrupt descriptors of other cores and the local APIC’s registers into the guest physical address space of the Shinjuku dispatcher. Hence, the dispatcher can directly send an IPI without incurring a VM exit. Table 1 shows that eliminating the sender-side VM exit reduces sender overheads down to 298 cycles (149ns in a 2GHz system). This improves dispatcher scalability and allows it to serve more requests per second and/or more worker threads (cores).

Table 1 presents the result of combining the sender-
### Table 2: Average overhead in clock cycles of different context-switch mechanisms for both an ordinary Linux process and the Dune process used by Shinjuku.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Linux process</th>
<th>Dune process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>swapcontext</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>2290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No signal mask</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No FP-restore</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No FP-save</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3 Low-overhead Context Switch

When a request is scheduled to an idling core or upon preemption, we context switch between the main context in each worker and the request handling context. The direct approach would be to use the swapcontext function in the Linux ucontext library. According to Table 2, the overhead is significant in an ordinary Linux process and doubles when used in a Dune process. swapcontext requires a system call to set the signal masks during the switch, which requires a VM exit in Dune. The rest of the work in swapcontext—i.e., saving/restoring register state and the stack pointer—does not require system calls.

Table 2 evaluates context switch optimizations. First, we skip setting the signal mask which eliminates the system call and brings Dune to parity with ordinary Linux. This introduces the limitation that all tasks belonging to the same application need to share the same signal mask. Next, we exploit that the main worker context does not use floating (FP) instructions. When switching from a request context to the worker context, we must save FP registers as they may have been used in request processing, but we do not need to restore them for the worker context. When switching from the worker context to a request context, we skip saving FP registers and just restore them for the request context. Shinjuku uses the last two options in Table 2 for context switching in worker cores. The overall cost ranges from 36 to 109 cycles (18 to 55ns for a 2GHz system).

#### 3.4 Preemptive Scheduling

The centralized dispatcher and fast preemption and context switch mechanisms allow Shinjuku to implement preemptive scheduling policies. We developed two policies that differ on whether we can differentiate a priori between requests types. The policies rely on frequent preemption to provide near-optimal tail latency for any workload, approximating c-FCFS for low dispersion workloads and PS for all other cases.

**Single queue (SQ) policy:** This policy assumes that we do not differentiate a priori between request types and that there is a single service-level agreement (SLO) for tail latency. This is the case, for example, in a search service where we cannot know a priori which requests will have longer service times. All incoming requests are placed in a single FCFS queue. When a worker is idle, the dispatcher assigns to it the request at the head of the queue. If requests are processed quickly, this policy operates as centralized FCFS. The dispatcher uses timestamps to identify any request running for more than a predefined quantum (5 to 15μsec in our experiments) and, assuming the queue is not empty, preempt it. The request is placed back in the queue and the worker is assigned the request at the current head of the queue. The c-PRE-SQ policy evaluated through simulation in Figure 1 is this single queue policy.

**Multi queue (MQ) policy:** This policy assumes that the network subsystem can identify different request types. For example, it can parse the request header for KVS like Redis and RocksDB and separate simple get/put requests from complex range query requests [33] or use different ports for different request types. Linux already supports peeking into packets with eBPF [2]. Each request type can have a different tail latency SLO. This policy assumes that requests differ on whether we can differentiate a priori we do not differentiate a priori which requests will have longer service times. All incoming requests are placed in a single FCFS queue. When a worker is idle, the dispatcher assigns to it the request at the head of the queue. If requests are processed quickly, this policy operates as centralized FCFS. The dispatcher uses timestamps to identify any request running for more than a predefined quantum (5 to 15μsec in our experiments) and, assuming the queue is not empty, preempt it. The request is placed back in the queue and the worker is assigned the request at the current head of the queue. The c-PRE-SQ policy evaluated through simulation in Figure 1 is this single queue policy.

The queue selection algorithm is inspired by BVT [24], a process scheduling algorithm for latency sensitive tasks. In BVT, each process has a warp factor that quantifies its priority compared to other processes. For Shinjuku, we need a similar warp factor that favors requests with smaller target latency in the short term, but also considers aging of requests with longer latency targets. Since Shinjuku schedules requests and not long running processes with priorities like BVT, the selection algorithm shown below uses as input the target SLO.
latency for each queue (e.g., target 99th percentile latency). For the request at the head of each queue, the algorithm uses timestamps to calculate the ratio of the time it has already spent in the system (queuing time) to the SLO target latency for this request type. The queue with the highest such ratio is selected. The algorithm initially favors short requests that can only tolerate short queuing times, but eventually selects long requests that may have been waiting for a while. The per-queue SLO is a user-set parameter. In our experiments, we set it by running each request type individually using the single queue policy and use the observed 99% latency. This captures the requirement that the performance of a request type should not be affected by the existence of requests with different service time distributions.

1 Queue Selection Policy

1: procedure QUEUE_SELECTION(QUEUES):
2:   max ← 0
3:   max_queue ← −1
4:   time ← timestamp()
5:   for queue in queues do
6:     cur_ratio ← time − queue[0].timestamp / queue.SLO
7:     if cur_ratio > max then
8:       max ← cur_ratio
9:       max_queue ← queue
10:  return max_queue

A preempted request can be placed either at the tail of its queue to approximate PS or at the head of the queue to approximate c-FCFS. This choice can be set by the application or based on online measurements of service time statistics. The rule of thumb we use is that for multi-modal or heavy-tailed workloads, the requests should be placed at the tail of the queue, while for light-tailed ones at the head. Frequent preemption is needed even with light-tailed distributions in order to allow Shinjuku to serve the queues for other request types. The c-PRE-MQ policy evaluated through simulation in Figure 2 is this multi-queue policy, where both request types are placed at the head of their corresponding queues when preempted.

3.5 Implementation

The current Shinjuku implementation is based on Dune and requires the VT-x virtualization features in x86-64 systems [20]. Dune can be ported to other architectures with similar virtualization support. Our modifications to Dune involve 1365 SLOC. The Shinjuku dispatcher and worker code are 2535 SLOC. The network subsystem we used in §4 is based on ix [16]. All the aforementioned codebases are in C.

API: To use Shinjuku, applications need to register three callback functions: the init() function that initializes global application state; the init_per_core(int core_num) function that initializes application state for each worker thread (e.g., local variables or configuration options); the reply * handle_request(request *) function that handles a single application-level request and returns a pointer to the reply data.

Context management: We use a modified version of the Linux ucontext library for context management. The context structure consists of a machine-specific representation of the saved state, the signal mask, a pointer to the context stack, and a pointer to the context that will be resumed when this context finishes execution. The dispatcher allocates context objects and stack space for each request from a memory pool. They are freed by the dispatcher when the request context completes execution and is returned by a worker thread.

Inter-thread communication: In addition to preemption, we use a low-overhead, shared memory communication scheme similar to that used in [50]. Each pair of threads, running on dedicated cores or hyperthreads, communicates over shared pairs of cache lines, one for each direction of communication. The sending thread fills the cache line with the data it wants to send, e.g., request or context pointers, as shown in Figure 3. Then, it sets the value of the byte the receiver polls to notify it that the cache line is ready for reading. This approach requires two cache line state transitions, one from shared to exclusive state which takes place when the sender writes the data and one from exclusive to shared state when the receiver reads the data. The average roundtrip latency for a message sent and received over a cache line is 211 cycles. The dispatcher’s minimum work for sending a message is approximately 70 cycles, i.e., 35ns in a 2GHz machine. This sets a theoretical upper bound of 28 MRPS for the number of requests the dispatcher can handle, assuming all it has to do is to place pointers to the requests in shared memory locations and notify idling workers.

3.6 Discussion

Hardware constraints: §4 shows that a single dispatcher thread can process at least 5M requests per second and comfortably saturate a full socket with 12 cores and 24 hyperthreads. To scale a single application to higher core and/or socket counts, we must improve the dispatcher throughput. The approach we use is to have each dispatcher thread handle a subset of the worker threads and steer requests to different dispatchers using the NIC RSS feature. A relatively simple hardware fea-
Figure 4: Number of concurrent connections needed for load imbalance among queues to be less than 10% with probability greater than 90%.

ture that would vastly improve the dispatcher scalability would be a low-overhead message passing mechanism among different cores [34, 51]. Ideally, such a mechanism would offer two variations, a preemptive one that would be used for scheduling and a non-preemptive one where messages are added to per core queues and would be used for work assignment.

**Connection counts:** IX and ZygOS use RSS to distribute requests to workers. Using a Monte-Carlo simulation, we calculate the connection count needed for RSS to keep imbalance below 10% with high probability as we increase the number of cores. As shown in Figure 4, they need 16,000 connections (clients or flows) to avoid imbalance on a server with 24 hyperthreads. High connection counts are common for public facing services (e.g., public load balancer or HTTP server), but not for internal ones. The DCTCP project [9] found at most a few hundred connections to back-end servers over each 1 msec window. In contrast, Shinjuku uses RSS to distribute requests to dispatchers. Since each dispatcher can manage tens of cores, Shinjuku is not subject to the requirement of high connection (clients or flows) counts discussed in §2. For example, 300 connections are sufficient to load balance across 2 dispatchers. When a single dispatcher suffices, Shinjuku will operate efficiently even with a single connection.

**Alternative scheduling policies:** Shinjuku can support more scheduling policies in addition to the two we presented. In future work, we will explore integrating Shinjuku with datacenter-wide profiling tools [49] and online experimentation tools [55] in order to dynamically infer the service time distributions and adjust the policy accordingly. We will also explore microsecond-scale scheduling policies that are locality- and heterogeneity-aware [30, 27]. For example, consider an application which creates a large memory footprint before responding to a client request. In such cases, we will want to avoid preempting and context switching as multiple cache lines will have to move to a different core, which can be very expensive.

**Control plane:** Online services experience load variations, such as a diurnal load patterns and spikes. Hence, it makes sense to adjust over time the number of workers a Shinjuku process uses. Shenango [7] solves this problem by adjusting core allocation between applications in microsecond timescales. We plan to explore the possibility of integrating the two systems.

**Security model:** The Dune kernel module [15] uses hardware support for virtualization to isolate a Shinjuku process from the Linux kernel and any other process, ordinary Linux or Shinjuku based. Linux can also remove cores and network queues from a Shinjuku process at any time. Within a Shinjuku process, the application code must trust the Shinjuku runtime and, if the application contexts execute in VMX non-root ring 0, the Shinjuku runtime must trust the application code. For example, the fact that APIC registers are mapped in the process address space means that one process could launch a denial-of-service attack on another process by issuing a large number of interrupts to a specific core.

We measured the cost of a ring 3 → ring 0 → ring 3 transition to be only 84 cycles. Future versions of Shinjuku will run application code in ring 3 while the Shinjuku runtime will be running in VMX non-root ring 0 eliminating this attack vector with very small overhead. Moreover, with this approach, bugs in application code will only cause contexts to crash, not affecting the runtime system.

**Synchronization in user code:** Online services are designed to run well on multiple cores. They synchronize across requests, but synchronization is short and infrequent to achieve scalability. Scalable applications will perform with Shinjuku regardless of whether we disable or allow preemption around read/write locks. We currently disable interrupts during any non thread-safe code, using a call_safe(fn) API call to simplify application porting. The runtime overhead of the instructions that are used to disable interrupts is only a few clock cycles and they do not affect the Linux kernel’s abilities to reclaim the cores. Memory allocation code is a special case that often optimizes away locks using thread-local storage. We preload our own version of the C and C++ libraries that disable interrupts (and hence preemption) during the execution of allocation functions. If these functions take a long time, it will affect the tail latency observed with Shinjuku.

Any application that frequently uses coarse-grain or contested locks within requests will scale poorly regard-
less of scheduling policy on any system, including Shinjuku.

4 Evaluation

We compare Shinjuku to IX [16] and ZygOS [46], two recent systems that use d-FCFS and approximate c-FCFS respectively to improve tail latency. All three systems are built on top of Dune [15]. We use the latest IX and ZygOS versions available at [4].

4.1 Experimental Methodology

Machines: We use a cluster of 6 client and one server machines, connected through an Arista 7050-S switch with 48 10GbE ports. The client machines each include two Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs operating at 2.3GHz. Their NICs are a mixture of Intel 82599ES and Solarflare SFC9020 10GbE NICs. The server machine that runs IX, ZygOS, or Shinjuku includes two Intel E5-2658 CPUs operating at 2.3GHz, 128GB of DRAM, and an Intel 82599ES 10Gb NIC. All machines run Ubuntu LTS 16.04 with the 4.4.0 Linux kernel. Hyperthreading is always enabled unless noted. NICs are configured as half-duplex by the IX and ZygOS drivers and we use the same setting for Shinjuku. To perform scalability experiments, we also use the server machine with a 40Gb Intel XL710-QDA2 NIC and an identical E5-2658 two-socket machine as the client.

Each of the two server CPUs has 12 cores and 24 hyperthreads. However, ZygOS and IX can only support up to 16 hyperthreads as their network drivers are limited to 16 RSS RX queues. Hence, we use an 8-core (16-hyperthread) configuration for most experiments. Shinjuku always uses two of the available hyperthreads for the networking subsystem and dispatcher. Hence, our results use the notation Shinjuku($x$) to specify that Shinjuku uses $x$–2 hyperthreads for workers and a total of $x$ hyperthreads. The notation IX($x$) and ZygOS($x$) specify that IX and ZygOS use $x$ hyperthreads, all for d-FCFS or c-FCFS processing respectively.

Networking: We use the following networking subsystem with Shinjuku. A single hyperthread, co-located on the same physical core with the dispatcher, polls the NIC queue and processes raw packets. It performs UDP processing, identifies requests, and optionally parses the request header to identify types. The Shinjuku workers process network replies. This simple subsystem is sufficient to evaluate Shinjuku. Since Shinjuku decouples network processing from request scheduling, we can combine Shinjuku in the future with alternative systems that implement other transport protocols and use optimizations such as multithreaded stacks [31, 22] or stacks that offload networking to a SmartNIC [33, 18, 53, 19]. The latter will free x86 hyperthreads for Shinjuku workers. If the SmartNIC is connected to the processor chip through a coherent interconnect like Intel’sUPI, we can also offload the Shinjuku dispatcher to the NIC cores.

IX supports both UDP and TCP networking. We use it with UDP and a batch size of 64. ZygOS supports only TCP networking [4], but is configured to use exactly one TCP segment per request and reply. Hence, ZygOS requests have some additional service time for TCP processing (< 0.25$\mu$sec), but are otherwise similar to UDP-based IX and Shinjuku requests.

Workloads: We use one synthetic and one real workload. The synthetic workload is a server application where requests perform dummy work that we can control in order to emulate any target distribution of service times. This synthetic server allows us to derive insights about how the three systems compare across a large application space.

We also use RocksDB version 5.13 [26], a popular and widely deployed key-value store developed by Facebook. The IX, ZygOS, and Shinjuku servers handle RocksDB queries that may be simple get/put requests or range scans. We configure RocksDB to keep all data in DRAM in order to evaluate all three systems under the lowest latency requirements possible. If some RocksDB requests had to access data in Flash, the variability of service times would be even higher, and the preemptive Shinjuku would perform even better than the non-preemptive IX and ZygOS.

We developed an open loop load generator similar to mulate [36] that transmits requests over either TCP or UDP. The load generator starts a large number of connections in a set of client machines, while it measures latency from a single unloaded machine. Unless otherwise noted, we use 1920 persistent TCP connections (ZygOS) and 1920 distinct UDP 5-tuples (IX and Shinjuku). Using fewer connections significantly affected the performance of IX and ZygOS (see §3.6).

4.2 Synthetic Workload Comparison

Figure 5 compares Shinjuku to IX and ZygOS for three service time distributions. Figure 5a uses a fixed service time of 1$\mu$sec, while Figure 5b uses an exponential distribution with a mean of 1$\mu$sec. These two cases are ideal for IX that uses d-FCFS. IX benefits further from its ability to batch similarly sized requests. Shinjuku (SZ) performs close to IX, despite exclusively using two hyperthreads for networking and the dispatcher and despite preempting requests that exceed 5$\mu$sec. In this case, Shinjuku places preempted requests at the head of the queues. Moreover, preemption is fast and for light-
Figure 5: Systems comparison with synthetic workloads. Shinjuku uses the single queue policy.

Figure 5c uses a Bimodal(99.5 − 0.5, 0.5 − 500) service time distribution where 99.5% of the requests have a 0.5µsec service time and 0.5% 500µsec. Shinjuku with the single queue policy is vastly better than both IX and ZygOS, achieving up to **50% lower tail latency at low load** and **5x better throughput** for a given 300µs tail latency target. IX and ZygOS lack preemption, hence the 0.5% of long requests determine the overall 99th percentile tail latency as short requests are frequently blocked behind them. The task stealing in ZygOS improves upon IX but is not sufficient to deal with the high dispersion in service times. In contrast, Shinjuku preempts long requests and places them at the tail of the single queue to allow short requests to complete quickly.

Figure 6 evaluates the three systems with multiple request types, a key experiment that was missing from the original IX and ZygOS papers. We use Shinjuku’s multi-queue policy which assumes knowledge of the request types (e.g., from packet inspection). Figure 6a uses a Bimodal(50 − 1, 50 − 100) workload, while Figure 6b uses a Trinodal(33, 1, 10, 33 − 100) workload. In all cases, Shinjuku places preempted requests to the head of their corresponding queues. Both figures show the 99th percentile of request slowdown (overall request latency / service time) with a logarithmic y-axis. The preemptive, multi-queue policy allows Shinjuku to outperform IX and Zygos by having **94% lower slowdown at low load and over 2x higher throughput** (RPS). In addition to the frequent preemption that avoids head-of-line blocking, Shinjuku benefits from its ability to select the type of requests (long vs. short) to serve next based on their ratio of queuing time to target latency.

### 4.3 Shinjuku Analysis

**How important is frequent preemption?** Figure 7a...
Figure 7: (a) Two request types Bimodal\((50 - 1, 50 - 100)\) with varying preemption time slice. (b) Shinjuku throughput (Million RPS) as we scale the worker cores. (c) Shinjuku throughput (Gbps) as we scale the worker cores.

How does Shinjuku scale? Figures 7\{b,c\} examine how Shinjuku scales with more workers. We issue short requests with 1\(\mu\)sec fixed service time to stress the dispatcher. We also use the Intel XL710-QDA2 40Gb NICs so that networking is not a bottleneck. Since each worker thread can saturate its core, we turn off hyper-threading and pin each worker thread to a physical core. We use the two hyperthreads in the 12th physical core for the dispatcher and the networking threads. Figure 7b shows that a single dispatcher thread scales almost linearly to 11 worker cores, which is the socket size in our server. A second dispatcher thread allows Shinjuku to schedule across the 22 worker cores on both sockets for a single application. Shinjuku can schedule 5M and 9.5M RPS with 1 and 2 dispatchers respectively. Figure 7c measures the outgoing network throughput of Shinjuku using two dispatchers. Shinjuku saturates the 40Gb NIC when reply frames are as short as 258 bytes.

These two figures validate that a single Shinjuku application can scale to high core counts and high line rates even with short 1\(\mu\)sec service times.

4.4 RocksDB Comparison

We use RocksDB with a simple server we ported to IX, ZygOS, and Shinjuku. Client requests are looked up in a RocksDB database created on an in-memory file system (/tmpfs/) with random key-value pairs. We use two request types: GET requests for a single key-value pair that execute within 6\(\mu\)sec; SCAN requests that scan 1,000 or 5,000 key-value pairs and require 240\(\mu\)sec or 1,200\(\mu\)sec respectively. We use memory-mapped plain tables as the backing files to avoid memory copies and access to block devices. Shinjuku uses a preemption time slice of 15\(\mu\)sec and places preempted requests at the head of their corresponding queues for the multi-queue policy and at the tail for the single-queue policy.

Figure 8 compares IX, ZygOS, and Shinjuku with the single queue policy for a 99.5-0.5 mix of GET and SCAN requests.
SCAN(1000) requests. Shinjuku provides a vast improvement over ZygOS in tail latency (88% decrease) and throughput (6.6x improvement). Frequent preemption in Shinjuku allows GET requests to avoid long queuing times due to SCAN requests. 1x performs even worse due to the combination of highly imbalanced request service times and d-FCFS scheduling.

**Preemption and queue selection policy matter:** Figures 8b and 8c use a 50-50 workload between GET and SCAN(5000) requests. In addition to comparing with ZygOS, we modified the Shinjuku dispatcher to show the impact of using Shinjuku without preemption, the single-queue preemptive policy, and the multi-queue preemptive policy. 1x is omitted because its latency is outside the range of our plot. The results show that Shinjuku without preemption (SQ without preemption) favors the longer SCAN requests over the shorter GET requests. The addition of preemption (SQ) fixes this problem and allows both request types to achieve fair throughput and low tail latency. The multi-queue policy (MQ) improves SCAN requests as it avoids excessive queuing for them as well. ZygOS performs significantly worse even than Shinjuku without preemption. ZygOS uses distributed queuing and is susceptible to head-of-line blocking for requests within the same connection. This supports our decision to decouple network processing and request scheduling in Shinjuku.

5 Related Work

**Optimized network stacks:** There is significant work in optimizing network stacks, including polling based processing (DPDK [3]), multi-core scalability (mTCP [31]), modularity and specialization (Sandstorm [40]), and OS bypass (Andromeda [22]). Shinjuku is orthogonal to this work as it optimizes request scheduling after network protocol processing.

**Dataplane operating systems:** Several recent systems optimize for throughput and tail latency by separating the OS dataplane from the OS control plane, an idea originating in Exokernel [25], 1x [16], Arrakis [45], MICA [39], Chronos [32], and ZygOS [46] fall in this category. Shinjuku improves on these systems by introducing preemptive scheduling that allows short requests to avoid excessive queuing.

**Task scheduling:** Li et al. [38] control tail latency by reducing the amount of resources dedicated to long-running requests that violate the SLO. Haque et al. [29] take the opposite approach and devote more resources to stragglers so that they finish faster. Interestingly, both approaches work well. However, these approaches are applicable to millisecond-scale workloads and require workloads that are dynamically parallelizable. Shinjuku allows the development of efficient scheduling policies for requests 3 orders of magnitude shorter than what this line of work can handle.

**Flow scheduling:** PIAS [12] is a network flow scheduling mechanism that uses hardware priority queues available in switches to approximate the Shortest Job First (SJF) scheduling policy and prioritize short flows over longs ones. We do not follow a similar approach in Shinjuku as SJF is optimal in terms of minimizing average but not tail latency [57]. Moreover, in order to be effective, PIAS requires some form of congestion control to keep the queue length short. This is not practical in non-networked settings where the runtime does not control the application.

**Exit-less interrupts:** The idea of safe, low-overhead interrupts was introduced in ELI for fast delivery of interrupts to VMs [10]. ZygOS [46] uses inter-processor interrupts for work stealing but does not implement preemptive scheduling. Shinjuku uses Dune [15] to optimize processor-to-processor interrupts.

**User-space thread management:** Starting with scheduler activations [11], there have been several efforts to implement efficient, user-space thread libraries [8, 56, 48, 1]. They all focus on cooperative scheduling. Shinjuku shows that preemptive scheduling is practical at microsecond-scales and leads to low tail latency and high throughput.

6 Conclusion

Shinjuku uses hardware support for virtualization to make frequent preemption practical at the microsecond scale. Hence, its scheduling policies can avoid the common pitfall of non-preemptive policies where short requests are blocked behind long requests. Shinjuku provides low tail latency and high throughput for a wide range of distributions and request service times regardless of the number of client connections. For the RocksDB KVS, we show that Shinjuku improves upon the recently published ZygOS system by 6.6x in throughput and 88% in tail latency.
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